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ACCENTUAL PARADIGM D ON SUSAK: NEW DATA 
 
Mate Kapović, Zagreb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1  Introduction1 
The Čakavian dialect of Susak has first been described by Hamm/Hraste/Gube-
rina 1956 (henceforth referred to as HHG). The dialect has been propelled to 
international fame, at least in the circles of experts in Balto-Slavic historical lin-
guistics, by Illič-Svityč (1963: 119, 1979: 103f.), because it was supposed to 
preserve the old accentual paradigm d2 in monosyllabic o-stem (and old u-stem) 
nouns like *gordъ ‘town’. Illič-Svityč was the first to successfully compare the 
accentual paradigms of Baltic and Slavic and juxtapose the Balto-Slavic para-
digmatic accentual behaviour to the one observable in Vedic, Ancient Greek and 
Germanic. What he found, disregarding details and numerous additional com-
plexities, was that the barytona of Vedic, Greek and Germanic correspond to an 
immobile accentual paradigm in Balto-Slavic (Lithuanian a. p. 2, Slavic a. p. b), 
while the oxytona in these three language groups correspond to a mobile (bary-
tonic-oxytonic)3 accentual paradigm in Balto-Slavic (Lithuanian a. p. 3/4, Slavic 
a. p. c). This is indeed true of most nominal types such as the ā-stems, cf. Greek 
ψύλλα ~ Susak (my data) balxȁ – accsg balxȕ (a. p. B) ‘flea’, but does not hold 
in the case of o- and u-stems. There, instead of the expected immobile paradigm 
(found in Lithuanian), Slavic has an unexpected mobile paradigm: consider the 
case of Greek γóμφος ‘bolt’ vs. Čakavian (most dialects) zȗb – gensg zȗba (a. p. 
C) ‘tooth’. Illič-Svityč conjectured that some kind of secondary shift must have 

 
1 I would like to thank Willem Vermeer for his comments on the first draft of this paper. 
2 I will write the symbols that refer to the reconstructed/original (Proto-/Common) Slavic accentual 
paradigms in lower-case italics (a, b, c, d) and the symbols that mark synchronic accentual para-
digms as they occur in later individual Slavic dialects/languages (here, mostly in the case of the Susak 
dialect) in upper case (A, B, C, D). Other important abbreviations used throughout the article are 
AB – Andrijana Busanić (informant); a. p. – accentual paradigm; DM – Dina Mačić (informant); 
EB – Elena Busanić (informant); LSCS = lengthening in (non-final) stressed closed syllables; LSS = 
lengthening in (non-final) stressed syllables; pauc. – paucal; stand. – standard; Štok. – (Standard Neo-)
Štokavian.  
3 The ictus could actually also fall on the medial syllable (which is to say on the first syllable of an 
ending). 
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occurred in Slavic. The intermediate phase of such a shift was then named a. p. 
d, which was supposed to represent a transition from the expected immobile 
stress to the usually attested mobile stress, thus a. p. b → a. p. d → a. p. c. 

Accentual paradigm b originally had immobile accent on the stem (with a later 
shift to the next syllable), while a. p. c had mobile stress (with initial or final 
accent, depending on the form and the initial accent shift to a proclitic); the pre-
sumed a. p. d, however, is supposed to be a combination of a. p. b and c, having 
mobile stress in the nom/accsg (which were the same in Slavic) and immobile 
stress elsewhere: 

 a. p. b a. p. d a. p. c 
nomsg *kljũčь (*na ̮kljũčь) 

‘key’ 
*gȏrdъ (*nȃ ̮gordъ) 
‘town’ 

*světъ (*nȃ ̮světъ) 
‘world’ 

gensg *kljũča > *ključa  *gõrda > *gorda *světa 
datpl *kljũčemъ > *ključèmъ *gõrdomъ > *gordòmъ *světomъ 

The alleged a. p. d would then be a transitional form of the expected a. p. b on 
its way to the usually attested a. p. c in o-/u-stems (with nom/accsg *gȏrdъ as in 
a. p. c and gensg *gõrda > *gorda as in a. p. b). The origin and nature of this 
putative shift is not clear.4 Now, Illič-Svityč thought to have found the remains 
of the old immobile stress in o-stems (and original u-stems) in the then newly 
described Čakavian dialect of Susak. For instance, compared to the already men-
tioned Greek γóμφος, most Slavic accentual data points to *zǫbъ (a. p. c). How-
ever, Susak, according to HHG 106, provides zȗp – gensg zūbȁ here (the same in 
my data from 2018), i.e., with the supposedly preserved end stress in the oblique 
cases (= a. p. D).  
However, the HHG description of the Susak dialect was heavily criticized. We 
shall limit ourselves here to the critical review of the data relevant to the a. p. D 
and the critique of the accentual system.5 The latter is important because the lack 
of distinctive pitch could have made a possible later (thus not yet Proto-Slavic 
in origin) confusion of a. p. B and a. p. C much easier.6 Ivić (1959: 177), Stein-

 
4 One possibility is that the initial trigger was some kind of metatony that occurred due to the loss 
of final *-s in the nomsg (cf. Nikolaev 2012: 86). One could compare this to the secondary reces-
sive/initial accent in Slavic u- and i-stem a. p. c nomsg, cf. Slav *synъ ‘son’ and *zvěrь ‘beast’ with 
Lith sūnùs and žvėrìs (cf. Kapović 2015: 171606). Interestingly enough, the original end-stress of Slav 
*dъktı  ‘daughter’ (where there was no *-s, cf. Proto-Indo-European *dhugh2tēr) may have well been 
variantly preserved, cf. Štok/Čak dialectal (k)ćȉ (Kapović 2015: 541). However, there was no change, 
e.g., in the o-stem datpl *bogomъ < *-mos ‘to the gods’.  
5 In HHG 52 it is claimed that Susak has a “[u] osnovi […] troakcenatski sistem”, meaning that it 
has a pitch distinction. However, this supposed distinction is contradicted by many examples in their 
generally confusing study, cf. miẽso ‘meat’ (53). 
6 If a dialect distinguishes between krãļ (B) ‘king’ and glȃs (C) ‘voice’, the genitival forms krāļȁ 
(B) and glȃsa (C) can hardly be confused. However, if the original pitch difference is neutralized 
(either completely or just in final syllables) and krȃļ (B) = glȃs (C), then the original krāļȁ (B) and 
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hauer (1975: 24)7 and Vermeer (1979/2016: 3f., 1984a: 359) all rightly pointed out 
that there is no distinctive pitch in the dialect of Susak. Vermeer (1984a: 360) 
even goes a significant step further and says “that Susak material which is only 
attested in Hraste’s morphology without being supported by forms in Hamm’s part 
of the description cannot be used for accentological purposes. This includes the 
forms on which Illič-Svityč bases the assumption that the dialect escaped his law.” 
Though Vermeer seems to be right in some of his views on the matter (1984a: 
359), especially as concerns Hraste’s work on the Susak dialect (partially on 
gensg -ȅ and -ȇ8 and perhaps in the case of pres. 3sg -ȇ9), his caution concerning 
the a. p. D itself, though methodologically correct, turned out to be unwarranted. 
A. p. D forms do indeed exist in the Susak dialect and in that regard Hraste, 
perhaps surprisingly,10 seems to actually be a much more reliable source than 
Hamm.11 Vermeer’s claim (ibid.) that Susak a. p. D “forms like zūbȁ are at best 
optional” is probably not correct either.12 However, concerning Susak a. p. D, 
Vermeer (1984a: 36021) is careful to note that while he has “not yet come across 
(b)-stressed forms like zūbȁ ”, his “material is still too limited to justify the con-
clusion that such forms do not in fact exist.”13 Cf. also his warning about criti-
cism of the Susak a. p. D material from HHG: “we are not yet in a position to 

 
glȃsa (C) could potentially get confused due to the nominative forms being identical – either krȃļ 
can theoretically get a secondary gensg krȃļa (by analogy to glȃs – glȃsa) or glȃs can get a secondary 
gensg glāsȁ (by analogy to krȃļ – krāļȁ). Of course, the pitch neutralization itself will not automati-
cally yield such innovative forms, as clearly seen by, e.g., Neo-Štokavian, where the kráļa and glȃsa 
type of genitives are well preserved and distinct, although krȃļ has been identical with glȃs for centuries. 
7 Steinhauer (ibid.) also mentions that one of the authors of HHG, Petar Guberina, agreed in personal 
communication that Susak had no distinctive pitch opposition. 
8 This problem is dealt with (on the basis of new dialectal material collected during field work) 
separately in Kapović 2021. 
9 Vermeer (1979/2016: 2f.) found only /-ȇ/ in 3sg of the present tense on Susak (HHG 119 have -ȅ 
in krå dȅ as a variant as well), which agrees with my data (the form restȅ – HHG 162 – quoted by 
Steinhauer 1975: 3212 is suspicious). It could be that -ȅ does not exist in the dialect (but it is not com-
pletely impossible that it was actually a fluke archaism attested in HHG). 
10 It is indeed somewhat strange that a. p. D forms appear only in HHG 106 while there are no traces 
of them before that (cf. HHG 70, 83, 90 for gensg zȗba). 
11 In any case, however shoddy Hraste’s work may have been, it is highly improbable that he would 
mishear the placement of the accent (rather than the pitch) and that, in doing so, he would somehow 
make up such aberrant forms as zūbȁ, differing from “normal” Čakavian, his own native Brač dia-
lect, and standard Štokavian. 
12 In my own collection of data, many words are end-stressed only (e.g. gensg xlōdȁ, ɣlōsȁ, tieɣȁ, 
vrōtȁ, etc.). Of course, this might be purely accidental and due simply to a failure to record the barytone 
variants. It is premature, however, to claim that all D-forms should necessarily be understood as 
variants. 
13 On the other hand, Vermeer (1984a: 36122) does quote an a. p. D form from his own Susak fieldwork 
data: pluȏt – nompl plotȉ ‘fence’. This kind of synchronic short-vowel a. p. D type seems to be widespread 
in Central Čakavian (Willem Vermeer, personal communication; cf. also Vermeer 2001: 143–146). 
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reject Illič-Svityč’s idea altogether” (Vermeer 1984a: 358). Furthermore, Ver-
meer (2001: 142) points out that “the island of Susak […] happens to be the only 
place where a. p. (d) appears actually to be attested”. Following Ivić (1959: 172, 
175, cf. also 182), he also proposes “that the Susak dialect, despite its peripheral 
location, is not marginal in a dialectological sense” (Vermeer 2001: 138), which 
is true. However, since possible traces of a. p. D were later reported from all 
across Slavia,14 Susak’s possible (non-)peripherality is not really that important 
anymore. In any case, some indications of a. p. D forms seem to be present in 
the neighbouring dialects on the island of Lošinj as well.15 That is hardly sur-
prising due to numerous other similarities between the two. Stankiewicz (1993: 
34) and, more carefully, Langston (2007: 132) believe that Susak oxytone forms 
are (possibly) the result of a confusion between the original B- and C-types. Lang-
ston (ibid.) adds that more research is needed in order “to confirm the accentua-
tion of these forms […] before they can confidently be used as evidence for the 
reconstruction of a. p. (d).” 
Thus, as we have seen, it was not only Illič-Svityč’s reconstruction that was in 
some doubt but the very data (the synchronic a. p. D on Susak), upon which his 
theory was based, as well. That at least a synchronic a. p. D exists in the dialect 
of Susak was subsequently proven by Shrager 2011,16 who did fieldwork with 
Susak emigrants in New Jersey (US). She was able to find forms like gensg nosȁ 
‘nose’ (the same in my data), which after more than half a century proved that 
a. p. D forms from HHG were real.  
The aim of this paper is to bring forth new and conclusive data on the synchronic 
a. p. D in the dialect of Susak, which most certainly exists. The data was ob-
tained by the author through fieldwork on the island in 2018.17 Additionally, the 

 
14 Cf. e.g. the usual Neo-Štokavian adverbs nȁzād ‘backwards’ – odozáda ‘from the back’ and nȁprijēd 
‘forward’ – sprijéda ‘out front’ with anomalous accentuation (a combination of a. p. C and a. p. B), 
Kapović 2015: 172 fn. 607. 
15 Cf. in the now extinct dialect of Mali Lošinj (Zubčić 2017: 740, 748–749) Muȏst – gensg Mostȁ – 
instrsg Mostiȇn, Buȏk – instrsg Bokuȏn. However, in Ćunski on Lošinj (Houtzagers 2003: 36f.) one 
finds the usual gensg zȋda, vroȃta (unlike zĩda/zīdȁ and vrōtȁ on Susak in my data). Susak was and 
is economically tied to Lošinj (cf. HHG 14f.). 
16 Cf. also Kapović 2015: 172 fn. 611, who was able to validate her data by listening to a small 
sample of Shrager’s field recordings at a conference in Vilnius in 2010. 
17 I visited Susak on November 9–11, 2018. I would like to thank my informants Elena Busanić, An-
drijana Busanić and Dina Mačić, to Marta Fazlić from Mali Lošinj for her enormous and kind efforts 
to organize my stay on Susak and find informants, to Nadia Malović from Susak for her help in 
locating the informants, and to my colleagues Ivana Kurtović Budja and Nikola Vuletić for their 
initial help with finding potential informants on Susak. Additionally, I have listened to the dialectal 
radio show Frižimenula on Radio Mali Lošinj–Radio Jadranka with some speakers from Susak, kindly 
provided by the aforementioned Marta Fazlić. Not all my findings from Susak are presented in this 
paper – some information on the phonetics, phonology and prosody of the dialect is published in Ka-
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question of the (lack of) pitch opposition in the dialect will be addressed (the 
dialect indeed has no distinctive pitch). After the presentation of the newly ga-
thered material, the data will be compared to the Susak a. p. D material from HHG 
and Shrager 2011 and carefully analyzed. In the concluding sections of the paper, 
we will compare the synchronic a. p. D material from Susak with the data from 
Baltic and other Indo-European languages in order to see whether the a. p. D in 
monosyllabic o-stems (and original u-stems) on Susak is an archaism or not.18 
 
2  A note on the informants 
My informants on Susak were Elena Busanić (born 1939), from whom I gathered 
the bulk of my data,19 Andrijana Busanić (born 1939) and her daughter Dina 
Mačić (born 1977).20 Henceforth, I mark the data with EB, AB and DM to indi-
cate from which informant a particular form was elicited. Their dialect was not 
completely uniform. EB is originally from the upper part of Susak on the hill 
(Gornje Selo), which is “more Tsakavian” according to HHG (78),21 and this is 
clearly seen in her idiolect (e.g. čȅ but also cȅ for ‘what’). She lived in the upper 
part of Susak up until she was 17 or 18 years old and later in the lower part of 
Susak, which is “more Čakavian” according to HHG (ibid.).22 AB and DM (liv-
ing in the same household) are from the lower part of Susak. AB had just a few 
marginal Tsakavian forms and DM none at all (her /č/ is always [ʧ]). There were 
some other differences between the informants, for instance only EB exhibited 
allophonic centralization of the stressed phoneme /ŏ/. However, all three informants 
had a synchronic a. p. D. More details are given in Kapović 2020. 

 
pović 2020 (to be considered complementary to the present paper). An in-depth discussion of the 
accentuation of ā-stems and the problem of the gensg -ȅ and -ȇ will be published in Kapović 2021. 
18 Of course, Susak Čakavian is hardly the only system with an a. p. D or indications of it, whether 
those be archaic or innovative – cf. the overview in Kapović 2015: 171–175. Some of the reported 
cases of a. p. D are definitely innovative, while some are implausible or mistaken – for instance, 
Rožić’s H`I in Prigorje Kajkavian, is not a special retractional toneme but probably a mark for the 
allotonic “tromi naglasak”  ̋ (Kapović 2015: 60 fn. 126), which means that forms bearing H`I cannot 
be a reflex of a. p. d (cf. also Vermeer 2001: 146f.). However, this does not mean that there are no 
real traces of the supposed old a. p. d. 
19 I additionally obtained a small amount of data during a later check-up telephone call with this 
informant. 
20 The two oldest informants were, thus, 15 years old when Hamm, Hraste and Guberina visited the 
island in 1954. In HHG 144f., the authors adduce texts by Jorjo, who was 32 years old at the time, 
thus only 17 years older than my two informants. 
21 Though they do not note any special differences between the two parts of Susak elsewhere in the 
study (Steinhauer 1975: 17f.). 
22 The two parts of Susak are part of the same town and, though very close to each other, are indeed 
(still) spatially separated. 
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3  Prosody and vocalism of the Susak dialect 
Here, I shall provide a basic overview of the Susak prosodic system and some 
phonological features on the basis of my data.23 The Susak dialect has unpre-
dictable stress, which can fall on any syllable in a word: ˈvidila ‘saw [femsg]’ – 
neˈdila ‘Sunday’ – zoveˈmo ‘we call’. It also has distinctive quantity in stressed 
syllables (nompl moˈji ‘my [masc]’ – boˈliː ‘it hurts’) and in first pretonic sylla-
bles before a short stressed syllable (doˈbra ‘good [indef. femsg]’ – joːˈka ‘strong 
[indef. femsg]’). In EB’s idiolect, pretonic length is almost perfectly preserved 
(with only occasional shortening), while in AB/DM’s idiolect it is preserved/re-
alized somewhat haphazardly. High vowels (/i/ and /u/) can be both short and 
long in all stressed and pretonic syllables. Vowels /a/ and /e/ can be considered 
phonologically short in all positions (with some marginal exceptions), but they 
are usually phonetically long in non-final syllables (gensg /toˈvara/ [toˈvaːra] 
‘donkey’, /ˈrekal/ [ˈreːkal] ‘said [mascsg]’) and always short in final/only syllables 
(gensg lemuːˈna ‘lemon’, smiːˈješ ‘you laugh [sg]’), except when [e] is an allophone 
of the diphthong /e/ after /j/ as in gensg moˈjeː. The vowel /o/ can exhibit quan-
titative opposition in final/only syllable (rečeˈmo ‘we say’ – ćakuˈloː ‘(s)he bab-
bles’). In non-final syllables with o, the old (phonological) quantitative opposi-
tion is rarely expressed through length (because non-final phonologically short 
stressed /ŏ/ is often phonetically long, just like other non-high vowels), as in 
ˈdoma ‘at home’ as opposed to ˈdoːla ‘she gave’, and more often (but only in EB’s 
idiolect) through very frequent centralization of the short stressed /ŏ/, as in /ˈmolin/ 
[ˈmɵːlin] ‘I pray’, as opposed to /ˈxroːnimo ̮se/ [ˈxroːnimo ̮se] ‘we feed ourselves / 
eat’ (centralization is an additional feature distinguishing /i/, which is phoneti-
cally [ɨ] after dentals/alveolars, and /iː/). The diphthongs /e/ and /o/ (e.g. ˈreːkla 
‘she said’, ˈsmoːkva ‘fig’) appear in the same positions as long high vowels (in 
stressed syllables and first pretonic syllables before a short stressed syllable) and 
are phonologically always long (though not always phonetically realized as such). 
From a diachronic perspective, we can say that there were no phonetic retrac-
tions of stress and that the frequent Čakavian pitch opposition of the “circum-
flex” and the “(neo-)acute” is not preserved, cf. Susak ˈpeːt ‘five’ = pedeˈseːt 
‘fifty’ (pȇt but pedesẽt in many Čakavian dialects with preserved old pitch dis-
tinction). Posttonic length was shortened without trace (e.g., ˈmisec ‘month’) prior 
to diphthongization (thus, not **ˈmisec) and *aː > oː, while the old pretonic 
length is preserved in the first syllable before a short stress24 (e.g. gensg netjoːˈka 

 
23 All the forms in this section are by EB. 
24 This is the only position where the preservation of the old length is expected phonetically (cf. 
Kapović 2015: 416–501). 
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‘nephew’). Old long *aː yielded /o/ (IPA [o ̞])25 (usually long, sometimes pho-
netically facultatively shortened in pretonic position) under and directly before 
stress, cf. mloːˈda ‘young [indef. femsg]’ (in more archaic Čakavian varieties: mlādȁ), 
uˈzoːxomo ‘we used to [impf]’,26 uˈzoːxu ‘they used to [impf]’ (< *uzȃxomo, *uzȃxu). 
Old long *eː diphthongized to /e/ (allophonically/phonetically realized in a 
number of ways) and old long *oː diphthongized to /o/ under and directly be-
fore stress (thus, the old opposition of *aː and *oː is preserved as the modern /oː/ 
and /o/). Susak exhibits both of the usual later Čakavian lengthenings,27 namely 
the lengthening of all non-final stressed vowels in closed syllables (before all 
types of consonant clusters), e.g. ̍ jiːɣla ‘needle’28 (henceforth LSCS = lengthening 
in stressed closed syllables), as well as the younger process of lengthening of all 
non-final stressed non-high vowels (/a/, /e/, /o/), e.g. nompl boˈɣaːti ‘rich [masc]’ 
(bogȁti in more archaic Čakavian), nomsg ˈveːli ‘big [def. masc]’ (vȅlī in more 
archaic Čakavian), locsg ˈnɵːvoj ‘new [fem]’ (nȍvōj in more archaic Čakavian) 
(henceforth LSS = lengthening in stressed syllables). LSCS is older and predates 
diphthongization and *aː > /oː/, cf. the already mentioned ˈreːkla (rȅkla in more 
archaic Čakavian), ˈsmoːkva (smȍkva in more archaic Čakavian) and ˈkloːst ‘to 
put (say)’ (klȁsti in more archaic Čakavian29). LSS is younger (and yields [aː], 
[eː], [oː]) without any change in vowel color or diphthongization. It is not com-
pletely consistent (just like LSCS) and some /a/, /e/, /o/ remain short (though 
rarely).  
As concerns the phonetic realization of the stress, short stress (traditionally marked 
as H  Ȉ) is usually “cannonical”,30 meaning that it is nearly always very short, 
falling, abrupt and “sharp”. The “tromi naglasak” (traditionally marked as H  ̋I) 
(a longer, phonetically slightly rising realization), while usual in some dialects, 
is very rare (and probably non-existent on high vowels). The phonetic realiza-
tion of stressed long syllables is very interesting. Usually, a long stressed sylla-
ble in non-tonemic dialects is pronounced as phonetically falling (akin to the long 
falling toneme, traditionally marked as H I, in dialects with pitch distinction), 

 
25 Susak /o/ is a mid-vowel ([o ̞] in very precise IPA symbols), just like /o/ in standard Croatian 
(likewise, Susak /e/ is IPA [e̞]). HHG 64–66 write this vowel as HåI, but this seems to actually be [o ̞] 
(cf. the details in Kapović 2020: 526, fn. 143). Shrager (2011: 212) marks this vowel as an open HɔI 
[ɔ] in her paper.  
26 Cf. užå χomo in HHG 66. EB’s form is Tsakavian (z instead of ž). 
27 Cf. Kapović 2015: 594–619 for a comprehensive overview of these lengthenings in Čakavian as 
a whole. 
28 Cf. in Ćunski (Houtzagers 2003: 48) on the nearby island of Lošinj accsg jȉglu with no lengthening 
(also Štok. accsg ȉglu). 
29 Final -i was presumably dropped after lengthening. 
30 Cf. Kapović 2015: 47. 
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given that this is the unmarked pronunciation (the falling tone is less marked than 
a level/rising one). However, in Susak Čakavian the most frequent pronuncia-
tion of long stressed vowels is the one identical with the “(neo-)acute” in tone-
mic Čakavian dialects. While definitely not entailing any pitch distinction, Su-
sak Čakavian clearly exhibits both the “circumflex” (falling tone) and the “acute” 
(usually level, sometimes rising and sometimes very slightly falling tone) vari-
ant – identical in pronunciation to the separate tonemes in Čakavian dialects 
with distinctive pitch. This is probably part of the reason that caused the confu-
sion with the description of prosody in HHG. Thus, while jõ ‘I’ and dȏn ‘day’ 
can be pronounced exactly the same way as jõ and dȏn (or older jã and dȃn) in 
tonemic dialects (like Brač Čakavian), these are just non-distinctive different reali-
zations in the Susak dialect; they cannot be used to distinguish words/meanings 
and are basically interchangeable (thus, jȏ and dõn can be heard as well31). The 
“circumflex” (falling) usually occurs on the final syllable of polysyllabic words, 
while the “acute” (mostly level) usually occurs on all non-final syllables and 
monosyllables (exceptions exist – perhaps slightly more so in the idiolect of EB). 
Cf. here the phonetic realization of long stress in the previously mentioned forms: 
end stress in polysyllables bolȋ, mojȇ, ćakulȏ but non-final stress in dõla, mɵ͂lin, 
xrõnimo ̮se, rẽkla, smõkva, uzõxomo, uzõxu, jĩɣla and monosyllabic pẽt (also 
pȇ), klõst (also klȏst). Long vowels originating in LSS almost always have the 
“acute” realization (with very rare exceptions), e.g. tovãra, rẽkal, boɣãti, vẽli, nɵ͂voj. 
Since there is dialectological and descriptive value in recording non-trivial allo-
phonic and allotonic variation (which is easily converted to phonological forms, 
while the opposite is not always true), the accent in the following Susak material 
will be marked with traditional (and in the case of Susak, allotonic) diacritics. 
The diphthong /e/ is also marked allophonically with its various realizations 
([e(ː)], [je(ː)], disyllabic [i.e]). The centralization of /i/ (allophonic/predictable 
but reinforcing the quantitative opposition of /ˈi/ and /ˈiː/) and /ȍ/ (allophonic but 
with an additional distinction between /ˈŏ/ and /ˈoː/) is also always marked. A 
much more detailed discussion of Susak prosody, phonology and phonetics, in-
cluding the consonants, is given in Kapović 2020. 
 
4  Material  
The material is organized into the synchronic accentual paradigms (short and 
long roots), where: 

a. p. A = short root-stress (disregarding LSS) 
a. p. B = end-stress (at least in the singular) 
a. p. C = mobile stress with the accent shifting to prepositions 
a. p. D = end-stress with the accent shifting to prepositions (a combination of B & C)32 

 
31 All four variants are attested in the data-set stemming from EB. 
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In a. p. B and D we distinguish B1/D1 with oxytonesis in the plural and B2/D2 
with barytonesis in the plural. What follows is the table of synchronic paradigms 
(some features, like preresonant lengthening, are disregarded; note also that not 
all the relevant forms were recorded in each case and that in a. p. D different 
words had to be combined to illustrate the point in some cases):32 
 

 nomsg gensg  nompl accent shift 
a. p. A short rȁk rãka  rãci – 
 long33 ɣrĩx ɣrĩxa  ɣrĩsi – 
a. p. B short pȍp popȁ B1 popȉ – 
  dvȍr dvorȁ B2 dvɵ͂ri – 
 long dẽl dielȁ B1 dielȉ – 
  klũč klūčȁ B2 klũči – 
a. p. C short bõx bõɣa    
 long pĩr pĩra  pĩri nã ̮pər 
a. p. D short bȏk bokȁ D1 bocȉ  
  nõs nosȁ D2 nɵ͂si  
 long prõs prōzȁ D1 prōzȉ nã ̮tex 
  zũp zūbȁ D2 zũbi nã ̮brix 

 
The individual accentual paradigms are attributed with some amount of histori-
cal consideration. For instance, original a. p. Dː nouns, potentially identical to a. 
p. Bː if no accent shift to the preposition (“preskakanje”) has been recorded, are 
nonetheless put under a. p. D (these are marked as a. p. xD, see below).  
The comprehensive description of the Susak synchronic accentual paradigms 
will be given in the next section. Lemmas are headed (alphabetized) by Što-
kavian equivalents (when they exist).34 If the relevant form is attested more than 
once (per informant), the exact number of attestations will be indicated as 2x, 
5x, 7x, etc.35 The meaning is always given, but it should be understood to be 
rather provisional, given that the establishing of the exact meaning of the indi-
vidual items was not the object of this research. Prepositions that occur with 
some of the forms are na ‘on, onto’, o(d) ‘of, from’, po ‘(up)on’, prez/s ‘with-
out’, s/z ‘with’, v/f (va) ‘in, into’, za ‘for’. 

 
32 Short stem a. p. C and D (unlike short stem a. p. A and B) are additionally characterized by mor-
phonological lengthening of the short /ĕ/ and /ŏ/ to /e/ and /o/ in the nomsg (as well as in the accsg 
of inanimates), e.g. /ˈboɣ/ but gensg /ˈboɣa/ [ˈboːɣa] (cf. Štok. bȏg – gensg bȍga). For the historical 
account of this phenomenon see Kapović 2015: 231–233 and Kapović 2019: 100‒108. 
33 Historically always an innovation. 
34 For illustration, usually without variants and with indications of the historical development only 
in case of innovative accentuation (but not for the supposed a. p. d). 
35 If sentences were pronounced more than once, this is also indicated, but forms from sentences 
written in brackets are actually already counted in the number of occurrences of the individual form 
themselves. 
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Symbols used for synchronic accentual paradigms as follows: 

Short a. p.: A, B, C, D; long a. p.: Aː, Bː, Cː, Dː36 (diphthongs included, vowels with LSS not counted 
as long); 1 – oxytone plural in a. p. B and D; 2 – barytone plural in a. p. B and D37; half-long a. p.: 
B(ː) (length only in some forms38); mixed a. p.: B-C, C-D, etc. (some forms according to one a. p., 
other according to another a. p.39); variant a. p.: C/D, etc. (variant forms according to two a. p.)40; x 
– when there is a lack of data to support the final attribution of an a. p. (e.g., a. p. xD)41 

a. p. A 

Štok. brȁt – brȁta 
EB brȁt (3x) ‘brother’ – gensg brãta (3x) – accsg brãta (3x) – nompl brãti – pauc. za ̮dvȏ brãta (3x) 
‘for two brothers’; DM brȁt – gensg brãta – instrsg brãton – nompl brãtɨ [a. p. A] 

Štok. dȉm – gensg dȉma 
EB dĩm (4x) ‘smoke’ – gensg dȉma (2x) (cf. 3sg pres. se […] dȉmi (2x) ‘it smokes’) [a. p. A]  

Štok. djȅd – gensg djȅda 
EB dȉt (6x) ‘grandfather’ (neɣȍf otȁc ̮je menȉ dȉt ‘his father is my father-in-law’) – accsg dȉda (3x) 
(vȉdila ̮sen bãbu i ̮dȉda (3x) ‘I saw grandmother and grandfather’); DM dȉd – gensg dȉda – instrsg 
dȉdon [a. p. A]   

Štok. grijȇh – gensg grijéha 
EB ɣrĩx (3x) – genjd ɣrĩxa – instrsg ɣrĩxon (2x) – nompl ɣrĩsi (cf. 3sg pres. ɣrĩši ‘(s)he sins’) [a. p. 
(“church”)42 Aː < *Bː43] 

Štok. –  
EB jȁc (4x) ‘ice’ – gensg jãca (< Venetian giazo), DM jȁc [a. p. A]   

Štok. krȃļ – gensg kráļa 
EB krõl (5x) ‘king’ – gensg krãla (should be *krōlȁ);44 AB krõl; DM krõl (3x) – nompl krõli [a. p. 
A/Aː (obviously secondary)] 

 
36 Original a. p. c nouns can sometimes synchronically be identical (or appear to be identical) to a 
synchronic a. p. Aː (if no accent shifts to proclitics and endings occur or this is not attested in the 
data). In such cases, we provisionally mark the noun as a. p. xCː nonetheless on historical grounds. 
37 Marked (B1 or B2, D1 or D2) when plural forms are attested, unmarked (B, D) when they are not. 
If both barytone and oxytone forms are attested, these are marked as B1-2 and D1-2. 
38 Not counting the preresonant lengthening and the morphonological lengthening in the nom(/acc)sg 
of a. p. C and D. 
39 I.e. when there are no variants (of course, this can be or perhaps always is a mirage due to variant 
forms simply being accidentally unattested). 
40 As already mentioned, mixed and variant accentual paradigms are sometimes difficult to distinguish 
unquestionably due to some forms probably not being attested by chance. If a word is both C and D (thus 
C/D or C-D), we usually file it under a. p. D (except when D-forms look obviously secondary – for 
instance, the youngest informant, DM, sometimes has an odd instrsg D-form in an otherwise C-par-
adigm). 
41 When there is no mobility (such as the mobile stress in gensg svĩta – locsg svītȕ) or accent shift to 
prepositions/conjunctions (like gensg ɵ͂ ̮straxa) in a. p. Cː and when there is no accent shift to prepo-
sitions/conjunctions (like accsg nã ̮tex) in a. p. Dː. A. p. Cː without (attested) mobility and accent 
shifts effectively looks like an (immobile) a. p. Aː and a. p. Dː without accent shift looks like a. p. Bː. 
42 Words prominently figuring in religious contexts sometimes tend to have a “standardized” root-
stress in the Susak dialect (cf. similar observations in Shrager 2011: 213, 215). 
43 The expected and original a. p. Bː is variantly attested in Shrager 2011: 220. 
44 Cf. the expected form in HHG 106. 
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Štok. krȕh – gensg krȕha 
EB instrsg krȕxon ‘bread’; DM krȕx– gensg krȕxa – instrsg krȕxon [a. p. A]   

Štok. kȕk – kùka (← *kȕka) 
EB kȕk (7x) ‘hip’ – gensg kȕka (2x) – nompl kȕki (3x) [a. p. A]   

Štok. lȕk – gensg lȕk 
EB lȕk (6x) ‘garlic’ – gensg lȕka (3x); DM lȕk – gensg lȕka – instrsg lȕkon [a. p. A]   

Štok. mȉš – gensg mȉša 
EB mȉš (3x) ‘mouse’ – gensg mȉša (2x) – accpl mȉši (6x) (mõška lɵ͂vi mȉši ‘cat catches mice’); DM 
mȉš – gensg mȉša – instrsg mȉšen – nompl mȉši [a. p. A]   

Štok. mrȁz – gensg mrȁza 
DM mrȁz ‘frost’ – gensg mrãza [A. p. A]   

Štok. prȁg – gensg prȁga 
AB prȁx ‘doorstep’; DM prȁx – gensg prãɣa – instrsg prãɣon [A. p. A]   

Štok. pȑst – gensg pȑsta 
EB pauc. dvȏ pȁrsta ‘two fingers’; DM pȁrst – gensg pȁrsta – instrsg pȁrston – nompl pȁrsti [a. p. A] 

Štok. pȗt – gensg púta 
EB pũt (4x) ‘travel, way’ – gensg s ̮pũta45 – instrsg pũton; DM pũt – gensg pũta – instrsg pũton [a. p. 
Aː46 < *Bː] 

Štok. rȃj – gensg rȁja (ù ̮rāj) 
EB gensg od ̮rãja ‘from heaven’ – accsg v ̮rȏj (2x) (kĩ ̮se bȕde molȉ će ̮poj ̮v ̮rȏj ‘one who prays 
will go to heaven’) – locsg v ̮rãju [a. p. A]   

Štok. rȁk – gensg rȁka 
EB rȁk (2x) ‘crab’ – gensg od ̮rãka – nompl rãci (4x); DM rȁk – gensg rãka [a. p. A]   

a. p. B 

Štok. bȍb – gensg bòba 
EB bȍp (12x) ‘bean’ – gensg bobȁ (3x) [a. p. B]   

Štok. dȁžd – gensg dàžda (ARj) 
EB dȁš (2x) ‘rain’ – gensg dažjȁ (2x) (cf. 3sg pres. dažjĩ (5x) ‘it rains’) [A. p. B]    

Štok. dȉo – gensg dijéla 
EB dẽl (6x) ‘part’ – gensg dielȁ (2x) – instrsg dielȏn – nompl dielȉ (2x) – genpl trȋ dĩli ‘three parts’47 
[a. p. B1-2ː] 

Štok. dvȏr – gensg dvóra 
EB dvȍr (12x) ‘courtyard’ – gensg dvorȁ (2x) – nompl dvõri (4x) [a. p. B2] 

Štok. grȍb – gensg gròba 
EB ɣrȍp (5x) ‘grave’ – gensg ɣrobȁ; AB ɣrȍp (2x); DM ɣrȍp – gensg ɣrobȁ – locsg ɣrobȕ – instrsg 
ɣrobȏn – nompl ɣrõbi [a. p. B2] 

Štok. grȍzd – gensg gròzda (grȏzd – gensg grȏzda/grózda) 
DM ɣrõz ‘bunch of grapes’ – gensg ɣrozdȁ – instrsg ɣrozdȏn (cf. EB ɣrõžje ‘grapes’) [a. p. B(ː) or D48] 

 
45 Cf. the same pũta but also the original pūtȁ in HHG 106, 118. 
46 The same in Shrager 2011: 220. 
47 Vermeer (1979/2016: 2) says that Hraste is wrong about the o-stem genpl ending when he gives 
both -of and -i. Vermeer says that “-i is rare, and probably restricted to only a few nouns (e.g. mis-
iȇci), in the usual way” – however, in my data (which may be innovative in this regard, of course, 
when compared to the older stages of the dialect as fixed in HHG and Vermeer’s data) the ending -i 
is attested almost universally (with rare usual exceptions such as genpl dȏn ‘days’). 
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Štok. kļȗč – gensg kļúča48 
EB klũč (4x) ‘key’, klȗč (2x) – gensg klūčȁ (4x) – instrsg s ̮klučjȇn (2x) – nompl klũči (2x), kļũči; 
AB klũč; DM klũč – gensg klūčȁ – instrsg kļučȏn – nompl kļũči [a. p. B2ː] 

Štok. kȍń – gensg kòńa 
EB kõn (2x) ‘horse’ – gensg s ̮konȁ (2x) – locsg konȕ (3x); DM kõn – gensg konȁ – locsg na ̮konȕ – 
instrsg konȏn [a. p. B49] 

Štok. krȋž – gensg kríža 
EB krĩš (10x) ‘cross’, krĩž (2x) – gensg od ̮krīžȁ, krĩža (2x), od ̮krĩža (2x) – locsg na ̮krīžȕ (3x) 
(bõx ̮je na ̮krīžȕ (2x) ‘god is on the cross’), na ̮krĩžu (4x) [a. p. Bː (& “church” a. p. Aː) ] 

Štok. krȍv – gensg kròva 

EB krȍf (9x) ‘roof’ – gensg krova ̋ – instrsg krovȏn, krovõn – nompl krȍvi; AB krȍf; DM krȍv – 
gensg krovȁ – instrsg krovȏn – nompl krõvi [A. p. B2] 

Štok. lȗg – gensg lúga 

EB lũx (3x)50 ‘ash’ – gensg lūɣȁ [a. p. Bː] 

Štok. mo st – gensg mȍsta 
EB mȍst (6x) ‘bridge’ – gensg priko ̮mostȁ (2x), mȍsta (3x)51 [A. p. B/A]   

Štok. nȏž – gensg nóža 
EB nõš (3x) ‘knife’, nõž (2x) – gensg nožȁ – instrsg z ̮nožjȅn (3x) – nompl nɵ͂ži – accpl nɵ͂ži (2x) 
[A. p. B2(ː)52] 

Štok. pȁs – gensg psȁ 
EB pȁs (17x) ‘dog’ – gensg fcȁ (2x) – accsg fcȁ (4x) – nompl fcȉ – genpl fcȉ (2x) – accpl fcȉ [a. p. B]   

Štok. pȍd – gensg pòda 
EB pȍt (4x) ‘floor’ – gensg podȁ; DM pȍt – gensg podȁ – locsg podȕ – instrsg podȏn – nompl põdi 
(?) [a. p. B2] 

Štok. pȍp – gensg pòpa 
EB pȍp (3x) ‘priest’ – gensg popȁ (4x) – instrsg s ̮popȏn (2x) – nompl popȉ (3x) [a. p. B1] 

Štok. rȇp – gensg rȇpa (dial. also répa) 
EB rẽp (4x) ‘tail’, rȇp – gensg riepȁ, repa ̋… – instrsg z ̮repȏn (4x); DM rẽp – gensg rjepȁ – 
instrsg rjepȏn – nompl rẽpi [a. p. B2ː53] 

 
48 Synchronically, this is a. p. D, but this is probably an innovation – cf. a. p. B (→ C) in Shrager 
2011: 220.  
49 Strictly synchronically speaking, the only thing distinguishing a. p. B with preresonant lengthen-
ing in the nomsg (cf. also stõl, võl) from a short a. p. D is the C-type accent jump in a. p. D (which 
probably does not occur in all a. p. D nouns and is not always attested). Since it is historically clear 
that this is a. p. B and since a. p. D may display accent shift to the preposition, I list kõn, stõl, võl 
under a. p. B here. 
50 The accent lȕχ (HHG 166) must be a mistake. 
51 This is possibly an (accentual) loanword from the standard (there are no bridges on Susak). 
52 Synchronically, nõš looks like kõn, stõl, võl (which have preresonant lengthening), but unlike 
preresonant lengthening, which can be described as a synchronic and thus automatic alternation (if 
not completely regular – cf., e.g., dvȍr without that phenomenon), the lengthening before -ž# is not 
regular synchronically and has a different historic origin (cf. Kapović 2015: 400, 403f.). Because its 
length in the nomsg cannot be explained synchronically by a particular rule, it is best to classify nõš 
as a. p. B(ː), with length in some cases (nom/accsg) and brevity in others. 
53 Historically, it is clear that this is not old a. p. d (cf. rẽp in some Čakavian dialects). 
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Štok. stȏl – gensg stòla 
EB stõl ‘table’ – gensg od ̮stolȁ – locsg na ̮stolȕ (2x) – nompl stõli [a. p. B2] 

Štok. stȗp – gensg stúpa 
EB stũp (3x) ‘tree’ – gensg stūpȁ 54 – nompl stũpi (3x); DM stũp – gensg stŭpȁ – instrsg stupȏn 
[a. p. B2ː] 

Štok. sȗd – gensg súda 
EB gensg sūdȁ (2x) ‘court of law’ – datsg sūdȕ (2x) – accsg na ̮sũt (4x); DM sũd – gensg sŭdȁ – 
instrsg sudȏn [a. p. Bː] 

Štok. štȃp – gensg štápa 
EB šćõp (4x) ‘cain’ – gensg šćōpȁ [a. p. Bː] 

Štok. vȏl – gensg vòla 
EB võl (6x) ‘ox’ – gensg volȁ – nompl vɵ͂li [a. p. B2] 

Štok. vȓh – gensg vr ̀ha (Vuk) (originally u-stem) 
EB vãrx (10x) ‘top’ (and ‘pile of grapes’?) – gensg z ̮varxȁ (2x) – locsg na ̮varxȕ (6x) (bĩla ̮sen 
na ̮varxȕ i ̮prĩsla ̮sen dȍma ‘I was at the top and then I came home’); DM vãrx – gensg varxȁ – 
instrsg varxȏn – nompl vãrsi [a. p. B2] 

a. p. C 

Štok. bȏg – gensg bȍga 
EB bõx (7x) ‘god’, bȍx (4x), bȏx – gensg bɵ͂ɣa – datsg  fala ̮bɵ͂ɣu ‘thank god’, hvala ̮bɵ͂ɣu – accsg 

v ̮bɵ͂ɣa (jõ v ̮bɵ͂ɣa vẽrujen ‘I believe in god’) – vocsg bȍže!, bȍze! (4x) – instrsg bɵ͂ɣon; AB bõx; 
DM gensg bõɣa – instrsg bõɣon [a. p. C]   

Štok. brȏj – gensg brȍja 
DM brõj ‘number’ – gensg brõja – instrsg brõjen [a. p. xC]   

Štok. brȗs – gensg brȗsa 
EB brũs (10x) ‘whetstone’, brȗs (2x) – gensg brũsa – accsg na ̮brũs (10x) – instrsg brũson (cf. 2sg 
pres. brũsis ‘you whet’); AB nomsg brũs (3x) (cf. 3sg pres. brũsi ‘whets’); DM brũsa (2x) – nompl 
brũsi [a. p. Cː] 

Štok. cȓv – gensg cȓva (originally i-stem) 
EB čãrf ‘worm’ – nompl čãrvi (3x) – genpl čãrvi; AB čãrf – nompl čãrvi; DM gensg čãrva (2x) – 
instrsg čãrvon (2x) – nompl čãrvi [a. p. xCː] 

Štok. – 

DM ćõk ‘blackbird’55 – gensg ćõka – instrsg ćõkon [a. p. Cː] 

Štok. dȃn – gensg dȃna (originally n-stem) 
EB dȏn ‘day’, parvi ̮dȏn (5x)56 ‘Monday’ – gensg dnẽva (2x) – accsg dõn – nompl dnẽvi – genpl 

mȉsec dȏn (2x) ‘a month [literally: of days]’; DM dõn – gensg dõna, dnẽva [a. p. C]   

Štok. dȏl – gensg dȍla 
DM dõl ‘dale’ – gensg dõla (?) – instrsg dõlon (?) [a. p. xCː (?)] 

Štok. dȗh – gensg dȗha (ARj) 
EB dũx (2x) ‘ghost’ – gensg dũxa – instrsg dũxon;57 DM dũx – gensg dũxa [a. p. xCː] 

 
54 Cf. the same in HHG 75. 
55 Probably onomatopoeic (cf. Skok and perhaps Italian chioccolare ‘to warble’) and usual in Central 
and Northern Čakavian.  
56 Cf. HHG 171. 
57 The gensg and the instrsg were elicited in a religious context, thus it is not impossible that these 
forms have “church”-influenced accentuation. 
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Štok. glȃd – gensg glȃda 
EB ɣlõt (3x) ‘hunger’ – gensg õd ̮ɣlada (3x); DM ɣlõt – gensg ɣlõda – instrsg ɣlodȏn [a. p. Cː-Dː] 

Štok. gnȏj – gensg gnȍja 
AB ɣnõj (2x) ‘manure’; DM ɣnõj – gensg ɣnõja – instrsg ɣnõjen [a. p. C]   

Štok. krȃj – gensg krȁja (nà ̮krāj) 
EB krõj (6x) ‘end’ (also krãj (3x) (?), standard-influenced form) – gensg do ̮krãja (2x) – accsg 
nã ̮kraj ‘onto the coast’; DM krõj – gensg krãja – instrsg krãjen [a. p. Cː < *A]   

Štok. lȋst – gensg lȋsta 
AB lĩst – gensg lĩsta (2x); DM instrsg listȏn58 [a. p. Cː-Dː] 

Štok. lȏj – gensg lȍja 
DM lõj ‘tallow’ – gensg lõja – instrsg lõjen [a. p. C]   

Štok. lȗk – gensg lȗka 
EB božji ̮lȗk (8x)59 ‘rainbow’ (literally: ‘god’s bow’), božji ̮lũk, božji ̮lug  (6x), božji ̮lȗx60 – gensg 
božjeɣa ̮lũka (3x) – instrsg božjin ̮lũkon (2x); AB božji ̮lȗk; DM božji ̮lȗk – gensg […] lũka [a. p. xCː] 

Štok. mȇd – gensg mȅda (originally u-stem) 
EB mẽt ‘honey’ (5x) – gensg mẽda (2x) (jȉmaš mẽda čȍ? ‘do you have some honey?’) – instrsg 
mẽdon (5x); DM mjẽd – gensg mjẽda – instrsg mjẽdon, mẽdon [A. p. C]   

Štok. mȋr – gensg míra 
EB mĩr (4x) ‘peace’ – locsg na ̮mīrȕ (3x); DM mĩr – gensg mĩra – locsg na ̮mīrȕ – instrsg s ̮mĩron 
(2x) (should be *z ̮mĩron) [a. p. Cː]  

Štok. mȗž – gensg mȗža 
EB mũš (5x) ‘husband’, mũž – gensg mũža (5x), od ̮mũža (3x) – datsg mȗžu – accsg mũža (2x) – 
locsg po ̮mũžu (2x) – instrsg mũžen (5x) – instrpl z ̮mũži; AB gensg mũža; DM mũš – instrsg mũžen 
(2x) – nompl mũži [a. p. Aː < *Cː] 

Štok. pȋr – gensg pȋra (nȁ ̮pīr) 
EB pĩr (6x) ‘wedding’ – gensg pĩra (3x) – accsg nã ̮pər (7x)61, za ̮nã ̮pər – locsg na ̮pīrȕ – nompl pĩri; 
DM pĩr (2x) – gensg pĩra (2x) – locsg pĩru – instrsg pĩron – nompl pĩri [a. p. Cː → Aː] 

Štok. pȗž – gensg púža 
EB pãlš ‘snail’ – gensg pãlža (2x)62 ‘snail’ – nompl pãlži (10x) [a. p. xCː (?)] 

Štok. rȏd – gensg rȍda 
EB rõt (2x) ‘kin’ – gensg rȍda, rɵ͂da – instrsg rȍdon; DM rȏd (2x) – gensg rõda (2x) – instrsg 
rõdon [a. p. C]   

Štok. sȋn – gensg sȋna (originally u-stem) 
EB sĩn (4x) ‘son’, sȋn (2x) – gensg od ̮sĩna (2x) – instrsg sĩnon (3x); DM sȋn – gensg sĩna – datsg 

sĩnu– accsg sĩna – locsg sĩnu – instrsg sĩnon – nompl sĩni – genpl sĩni – locpl sĩnami [A. p. xCː] 

Štok. smrȃd – gensg smrȃda 
EB (?) smrãt (2x) ‘stink’ – gensg smrãta (3x) (should be *smrãda ← *smrõda), smrãda63 (cf. 
smardȋ/smardĩ ‘it stinks’) [a. p. xCː] 

 
58 EB only provided the collective form lĩstie ‘leaves’ (cf. HHG 166) and metaphorical perȍ ‘leaf’ 
(cf. HHG 171). 
59 Cf. HHG 153. 
60 There seems to be some confusion with the final consonant. 
61 Cf. the same in HHG 69. 
62 Same in HHG 75, 104. The accent might had shifted because the expected *pālžȁ should have had 
a long pretonic ā, which was marginal in the system (cf. Kapović 2020: 520f.). 
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Štok. srȃm – gensg srȃma63 
EB srõn (3x) ‘shame’, srȏn (2x) – gensg ne mɵ͂ren ɵ͂ ̮srama (3x) ‘I can’t… out of shame’; AB srõm; 
DM srõm – gensg srõma [a. p. Cː] 

Štok. strȃh – gensg strȃha 
EB strõx ‘fear’ – gensg strõxa (2x), ɵ͂ ̮straxa ne ̮mɵ͂re (3x) ‘he can’t out of fear…’; AB strȏx; DM 
strõx – gensg strõxa – locsg strõxu – instrsg straxȏn [a. p. Cː(-Dː) ]  

Štok. svijȇt – gensg svijȇta 
EB gensg svĩta (3x) ‘world’, o(d) ̮svĩta (3x) (krõj o ̮svĩta, krõj od ̮svĩta ‘end of the world’) – locsg 
svītȕ (3x) – instrsg svĩton ‘people’; DM svĩt – gensg svĩta – instrsg svitȏn [a. p. Cː(/Dː)] 

Štok. vrȃg – gensg vrȃga 
EB vrãx (4x) ‘devil’ – gensg vrãɣa – instrsg vrãɣon;64 AB vrãx – nompl vrãzi; DM gensg vrãɣa – 
instrsg vraɣȏn – nompl vrãzi (2x) [a. xCː/D2ː] 

Štok. vȗk – gensg vȗka 
EB vũk (4x) ‘wolf’ – gensg vũka (2x) – accsg vũka65 [a. p. xCː] 

a. p. D 

Štok. bȏk – gensg bȍka and bȍk – gensg bòka 
EB bȏk (10x) ‘hip’, Bȏk (3x) ‘name of a beach just outside of the town of Susak’ – gensg bokȁ 
(2x), gensg z ̮Bokȁ (4x) (prĩšla ̮sen z ̮Bokȁ (2x) ‘I came from Buok’) – accsg v ̮Bȏk (2x) – locsg 
Bokȕ (5x) (kadȉ ̮si plãval? v ̮Bokȕ (2x) ‘Where did you swim? On Buok’); AB bõk – gensg 
do ̮bȍka (2x)66 – locsg bokȕ – nompl bocȉ (2x) [a. p. D1] 

Štok. brijȇg – gensg brijȇga 
EB brĩx (7x) ‘hill’ (used also for the upper part of Susak) – gensg brīɣȁ (5x) (na ̮varxȕ od ̮brīɣȁ 
‘on the top of the hill’), brĩɣa (2x) –  accsg nã ̮brix (10x) – locsg na ̮brīɣȕ (2x); AB brĩx (2x) – genpl 
pẽt brĩzi ‘five hills’; DM brĩx (3x) – gensg brīɣȁ – instrsg briɣȏn – nompl brĩzi (2x) – genpl pẽt 
brĩzi [a. p. Cː/D2ː] 

Štok. brȏd – gensg brȍda 
EB brȏd (2x) ‘ship’; DM brõd (2x) – gensg brodȁ – accsg na ̮brõd – locsg brodȕ – instrsg brodjȅn – 
nom/locpl brõdi [a. p. xD2] 

Štok. cijȇp – gensg cijȇpa 
EB cĩp (4x) ‘flail’ – gensg cĩpa (4x) – accsg cĩp (a ̮ki ̮lĩpi cĩp ovȃj [stand.] jȉma za ̮bȍp mlōtȉt ‘what 
a nice flail he has to thresh the beans with’) – instrsg cĩpon (4x) (jõ mlõtin z ̮otȋn cĩpon ‘I thresh 
with this flail’), cipȏn (3x) (cipȏn ̮se mlõti bȍp ili ̮bĩži ‘beans or peas are threshed with a flail’) – 
nompl cĩpi (2x) [a. p. xCː/xD2ː] 

 
63 Attested as smrå t – gensg smråda in HHG 104, which would be *smrõt – *smrõda in the idiolect 
of my informant, but I was able to elicit with great difficulty only smrãt – smrãda (and smrãta!) 
with standard vocalism (similar to vrãx). Thus, the attestation is not completely reliable. However, 
cf. the verb smrãdit with -a- in a. p. A and a strange pretonic -ā- in smrādyt (HHG 177). 
64 Cf. Houtzagers 2003: 357 for the aberrant (“church”-influenced?) vocalism (cf. also Kapović 2020: 
521f.). 
65 There are no wolves on Susak so this word was not easy to elicit (the informant kept insisting that 
on Susak they say pȁs and that there are no wolves). As for the reflex u < *l  instead of al, it occurs 
in other Susak words as well (cf. HHG 75 and from my data sũnce (3x) ‘sun’, pũn ‘full’ and stũp 
‘tree’), cf. Vermeer 1975: 156f. The form vȗk with an unexpected -u- (instead of the expected *vȇk 
with -e-), in what is likely a loanword (which may be the case with the Susak dialect as well), is also 
attested in Omišalj on the island of Krk (Vermeer 1984b: 285). 
66 Cf. gensg bõ ka (HHG 159). 
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Štok. dȏm – gensg dȍma (Vuk) & dȍm – gensg dòma 
EB dȏm (4x) ‘home’ – gensg domȁ (2x) – locsg domȕ (2x) (cf. the adverb dȍma (9x) ‘at home’); 
AB gensg dȍma (?); DM dȏm – gensg dõma [a. p. C/D] 

Štok. glȃs – gensg glȃsa 
EB ɣlõs (4x) ‘voice’ – gensg ɣlōsȁ; DM ɣlõs – gensg ɣlŏsȁ – instrsg ɣlosȏn [A. p. xDː] 

Štok. grȃd – gensg grȃda  
EB ɣrõt (11x) ‘city’, ɣrõd ̥, ɣrȏt (3x) – gensg ɣrōdȁ (2x) – locsg ɣrōdȕ, v ̮ɣrōdȕ (2x) – instrsg ɣrodȏn 
– nompl ɣrõdi; AB gensg ɣrõda, ɣrŏdȁ – locsg ɣrōdȕ – instrsg ɣrodjȅn; DM ɣrȏd (2x), grõd – gensg 
ɣrŏdȁ (2x) – locsg ɣrŏdȕ – instrsg grodjȅn – nompl ɣrõdi (2x) [A. p. Cː/xD2ː]  

Štok. hlȃd – gensg hlȃda 
EB xlõt (5x) ‘shade’, xlõd – gensg xlōdȁ (2x) – accsg f ̮xlõt (2x), f ̮xlõd – locsg f ̮xlōdȕ (3x), va ̮xlŏdȕ; 
AB xlõt – accsg na ̮xlõt; DM xlõd – gensg xlŏdȁ – instrsg xlodȏn [A. p. xD2ː] 

Štok. kļȗn – gensg kļȗna 
EB kļȗn (7x) ‘beak’ – gensg kļūnȁ67 [A. p. xDː] 

Štok. mijȇh – gensg mijȇha 
EB mĩx (11x) ‘wineskin’ – gensg mĩxa (2x), mīxȁ – instrsg mixȏn – accpl mĩsi; AB mĩx; DM gensg 
mīxȁ – instrsg mixȏn – nompl mĩsi [A. p. Cː/xD2ː] 

Štok. nȏs – gensg nȍsa 
EB nõs (4x) ‘nose’, nȏs (2x) – gensg nosȁ68 – locsg po ̮nosȕ (3x) – instrsg nosẽn – nompl nõsi; 
AB nõs (2x) gensg od ̮nõsa (?) (standard-influenced?); DM gensg nȍsa (2x), nosȁ – instrsg nosȏn 
[a. p. (C/)D2] 

Štok. plȏt – gensg plȍta 
AB plõt (2x) ‘fence’ – plotȁ (2x), plōtȁ – genpl plõti [a. p. D2]  

Štok. pȏt – gensg pȍta (ARj) 
DM pȏt ‘sweat’ – gensg potȁ – instrsg potȏn (cf. AB spotĩn ̮se (2x), se ̮spotĩn ‘I get sweaty’) [A. p. D] 

Štok. prȃh – gensg prȃha 
EB prõx (9x) ‘dust’, prȏx (2x) – prõxa (2x); DM prõx 2x – gensg prōxȁ – instrsg proxȏn [a. p. xCː/D] 

Štok. prȃz – gensg prȃza (ARj)69 
EB prõs (12x)70 ‘billy goat’, prõz – accsg prōzȁ (2x) – nompl prōzȉ [a. p. xD1ː] 

Štok. rȇd – gensg rȇda 
EB rẽ, rȇt ‘row’ – gensg rẽda – locsg po ̮rẽdu (2x); DM rẽt – gensg rjedȁ – locsg rjedȕ – instrsg 
rjedȏn [a. p. xCː/Dː] 

Štok. rȏg – gensg rȍga 
EB rȏx (5x) ‘horn’ – gensg rȍɣa (4x) – accsg rȏx – instrsg roɣȏn (2x) – nompl rȍzi (2x) – accpl 
rȍzi (7x) (prõs kĩ rȍzi jȉma ‘billy goat which has horns’), rozȉ (2x) – instrpl rȍzimi; AB nompl rȍzi 
(3x) – genpl rȍzi, pjẽ rȍzi ‘five horns’ – accpl rȍzi; DM rȏx (2x) – nompl rȍzi – genpl pjẽt rȍzi [a. p. 
C-D (sg), C/D1-2 (pl)] 

Štok. snijȇg – gensg snijȇga 
EB snĩx (6x) ‘snow’ – gensg snīɣȁ (3x), snĩɣa (?) (could be a standard-like form) – locsg snīɣȕ, 
po ̮snīɣȕ (2x) (cf. 3sg pres. snižȋ (3x)/snižĩ ‘it snows’); DM snĩx – gensg snīɣȁ, snĩɣa (?) – instrsg 
sniɣȏn – nompl snĩzi [a. p. xD2ː(/Cː)] 

 
67 With a standard ļ instead of the dialectal l. 
68 Cf. the note in Shrager 2011: 214. 
69 Cf. Slovene (Pleteršnik) prȃz ‘ram’. 
70 Cf. HHG 173. 
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Štok. tȇg – gensg tȇga71 (ARj) 
EB tẽx ‘vineyard’ – gensg tieɣȁ (2x) – accsg nã ̮tex (3x) – locsg na ̮tieɣȉ (2x)72 [a. p. Dː] 

Štok. vrȃt – gensg vrȃta 
EB vrõt (5x) ‘neck’ – gensg vrōtȁ (2x) – locsg vrōtȕ (3x), po ̮vrōtȕ – accpl vrõti (2x); AB vrõt (6x) – 
gensg vrŏtȁ; DM gensg vrŏtȁ – nompl vrõti [a. p. xD2ː] 

Štok. zȋd – gensg zȋda 
EB zĩt, zĩd  ‘wall’ – gensg od ̮zīdȁ (3x) (lerȏj ̮mi pȏl od ̮zīdȁ ‘clock fell from the wall’), od ̮zĩda – 
nompl zĩdi – genpl četȉri zĩdi ‘four walls’; AB zĩt (3x); DM gensg zĭdȁ, zĩda – locsg zĭdȕ – nompl zĩdi 
[a. p. xCː/xD2ː] 

Štok. zȗb – gensg zȗba 
EB zũp (2x) ‘tooth’, zȗp (4x), zȗb ̥ – gensg zūbȁ – instrsg  zubȏn (4x) – nompl zũbi (6x), zȗbi – genpl 
zũbi – accpl zũbi (2x) – instrpl zŭba ̋mi (4x); AB gensg zŭbȁ – instrsg zubȏn (2x) – nompl zũbi; DM 
gensg zũba – instrsg zubȏn (2x), zũbon [a. p. Cː/D2ː] 

Štok. ždrijȇb – gensg ždrijȇba ‘lot’ 
EB ždrĩp (2x) ‘cork’, zdrĩp (3x), ždrĩb (6x) – gensg ždrībȁ – nompl ždrĩbi – genpl piẽ(t) ždrĩbi (2x) 
‘five corks’; AB ždrĩp (3x), zdrĩp (5x) – gensg zdrĩba (2x), zdrībȁ, zdrĭbȁ (2x), od ̮zdrĭbȁ – locsg 
ždrĩbu – instrsg zdribȏn – nompl zdrĩbi; DM instrsg ždribȏn – nompl ždrĩbi [a. p. Cː/D2ː] 

 
5  The Susak accentual paradigms73  
A. p. A in monosyllabic o-stem nouns is quite usual – it shows a stable short stress 
(no data on the genpl is available but since it usually has an innovative -i, the 
original neo-circumflex lengthening is probably gone) throughout the paradigm, 
with the usual phonological alternations, preresonant lengthening in the nom(/acc)sg 
(e.g. ˈdiːm) and LSS in polysyllabic forms of non-high vowels (gensg /ˈbrata/ > 
[ˈbraːta]). Some old a. p. B (ˈpuːt – gensg ˈpuːta)74 and a. p. C nouns (ˈmuːž) effec-
tively switched to the synchronic a. p. Aː by generalizing initial accent (if the 
accent shift to prepositions is eliminated in old C-forms) and kraj shifted to a. p. C 
by developing a secondary accent shift (ˈna ̮kraj). 
The accentual paradigm B has the usual end-stress in the singular (gensg poˈpa – 
instrsg poˈpon) and the nom(/acc)sg form of short stems is short (ˈpop) unlike a. p. 
C and D short stems. In the plural, the minority of stems (B1) are end-stressed 

 
71 Cf. in Štokavian in Prapatnice (Vrgorska krajina, my data) tȇg ‘cultivated, flat field’. 
72 Cf. HHG 59, 74, 78, 91, 96, 100f., 118, 127, 139, 142, 156, 163, 184. Hraste (HHG 96, cf. also 
74, 78, 100f.) adduces the sentence Bĩla sen na tieɣȉ ‘I was in the vineyard’ as something female 
speakers would typically say (while men say tieɣȕ (locsg) according to him). I have the same exact 
sentence attested (completely accidentally and not elicited) twice in my data (and from a female 
speaker, EB): bĩla ̮sen na ̮tieɣȉ (2x) (I write HieI where Hraste writes HieI). Vermeer (1979/2016: 2) 
notes that the o-stem locsg ending “-i is restricted to toponyms”. 
73 In the phonologically written forms in this section final devoicing, some sandhi phenomena (od > o) 
and lengthening of non-final short non-high vowels are disregarded. The diphthongs (which are pho-
nologically always long) are not marked as long. The length resulting from preresonant lengthening is 
marked as phonological because it is not synchronically automatic (cf. ˈkon but ˈdvor). 
74 Cf. e.g. Vrgada (Jurišić 1973) pũt – gensg pũta. 
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(nompl poˈpi), while most of them (B2) receive stress on the stem (nompl ˈvoli).75 
This duality of plural forms is the same as in a. p. D. Historically, these can be 
attributed to either the influence of a. p. D or the old locpl (*vòlixъ) and instrpl 
(*vòly) a. p. b forms, or both. 
A. p. C behaves as one would expect. The result of morphonological lengthening 
in the nom(/acc)sg is clear in all short stems (ˈboɣ – ˈboɣa), accentual mobility 
is evident in most locsg forms of inanimate nouns (gensg ˈmiːra – locsg na m̮iːˈru) 
but not in plural forms.76 The prepositional accent shift is well-attested (ˈod ̮srama). 
The a. p. C is considered to be securely attested only in those paradigms where 
at least one of the three adduced characteristics is present – otherwise all words 
without such alternations are provisionally marked as a. p. xCː (which in some 
cases may be identical to a. p. Aː). This is usual in long stems (where there can 
be no morphonological length in the nom[/acc]sg) and animates (where there is, 
as usual, no end-stress in the locsg). 
A. p. D is a combination of a. p. B and a. p. C. Like a. p. B, it has end-stress in 
the singular (gensg noˈsa, instrsg noˈsen) and more rarely in the plural (nompl 
proːˈzi). Like a. p. C, it has morphonological lengthening in the nom(/acc)sg 
(ˈnos) and features the prepositional accent shift (ˈna ̮teɣ). In one case, mobility 
in the plural of an a. p. C noun seems to be attested, viz. nompl ˈzuːbi – instrpl 
zuˈbami, although this may actually be a D-form (instrpl zuˈbami, just like gensg 
zuːˈba). Most a. p. D words show variant C- and D-forms in the singular (gensg 

ˈziːda and ziːˈda)77 and some in the plural as well (accpl ˈrozi and roˈzi).78 How-
ever,  as already mentioned, in some words (like gensg vroːˈta) only singular end-
stress forms are attested, though one cannot be sure if variant forms perhaps 
exist but remain unattested by chance. Like a. p. B, a. p. D has two types in the 
plural – the rarer D1-type with end-stress (nompl boˈci) and the frequent D2-type 

with initial stress (nompl ̍nosi). Plural variants are very rare (cf. the already men-
tioned ˈrozi/roˈzi). A long stem a. p. Dː that has no nom(/acc)sg lengthening and 
where prepositional accent shift (“preskakanje”) is not attested is synchronically 
indistinguishable from a. p. Bː, except by the variant C- and D-forms, which 
often exist. As already noted, the youngest informant (DM, 1977) produced end-
stress forms in the instrsg (ɣloˈdon, liˈston,79 straˈxon, sviˈton, vraˈɣon80 – 

 
75 In HHG 106, only B2 type seems to be adduced for short stems (põpi) and only B1 type for long 
stems (klūčȉ). 
76 Cf. also HHG 101 (only *gordъ has end-stressed plural forms, and these may actually be D- rather 
than C-forms), 104. 
77 It is not impossible that some initial stress forms in singular are perhaps due to the influence of 
the standard in codeswitching. 
78 The “mixed” a. p. C/D paradigm with C- and D-variants is also typical for Carpatho-Ukrainian 
and Pskov-Polotsk East Slavic dialects, e.g. gensg róɣa/roɣá, instrsg róɣom/roɣóm (Nikolaev 2012: 92). 
79 This form may not be an innovation since it is attested also in Shrager 2011: 216. 
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but EB ˈsviːton, ˈvraːgon) of some words where otherwise only C-forms are at-
tested in my data (gensg ˈɣloːda, ˈliːsta, ˈstroːxa, ˈsviːta, ˈvraːga).81 Thus, the variant 
a. p. D in these forms is in fact not so reliable, although such D-forms do agree 
in some cases with other Susak data – in the tables that follow below, I will list 
such words according to their agreement with the other attestations from Susak 
(though the attribution may be rather provisional in some cases).8081 
 
6  Comparison with other data from Susak  
In this section, the a. p. C and a. p. D data in original o- and u-stems82 collected 
by the author of this paper will be compared with other data from the Susak 
dialect (from HHG83 70, 83, 85, 90, especially 10484 and 106,85 130, 139, 147, 
159 and Shrager 2011: 215–218, 221f.) in order to see how well they match. For 
reasons of space, the full/actual data from other sources will not be adduced but 
analyzed synchronically in the same manner as the data in this paper. As a rule, 
in both lists we include only words that are otherwise reliably attested as a. p. C 
in most modern Slavic languages/dialects.86 We also do not mark D1 and D2 
separately, x in xC and xD and ː for long stems, nor do we distinguish C-D and 
C/D (such instances are all marked as C/D) because that is not historically rele-
vant. Some words have been excluded from the discussion on various grounds.87 

 
80 This form is perhaps not an innovation since it is attested also in Shrager 2011: 215. 
81 However, there are some words, like cĩp, in which D-forms appear only variantly in the instrsg (and 
not just by the youngest informant), where this seems to be an archaism. 
82 We exclude original i-stems because of the prevalence of mobile stress there (cf. Kapović 2009). 
Other original stems (like n-stem *dьnь ‘day’) are marginal and thus also excluded. 
83 We reference here only those pages where singular oblique forms are attested (outside of sole locsg, 
where there is no distinction between a. p. C and a. p. D). The lengthened nom(/acc)sg of a. p. C/D forms 
in short stems (HHG 53, 60, 62, 69) is also ignored here because it also does not distinguish between a. 
p. C and a. p. D (the same goes for the long stem nom(/acc)sg, where a. p. Cː = Dː = Bː). 
84 Here, only a. p. C is attested – a few of these forms have D-dublets in HHG 106. 
85 This is the only page in HHG where a. p. D forms are actually attested. 
86 In *pьlžь, *rępъ, *směxъ and *stьlpъ, the a. p. B is well-attested in modern Slavic and thus we do 
not include it into the Susak lists here. The same holds for *vьrxъ, which is well-attested as a. p. B in 
Čakavian/Štokavian and shows secondary shortening of the original long stem. South Slavic *pьrstъ 
also has aberrant (a. p. a) accentuation from a historical perspective. However, we do include here 
those words (like *bokъ and *domъ) for which other dialects show a B/C vacillation if there is a 
possibility that this vacillation may be due to an original a. p. d.  
87 Susak ˈdruːɣ ‘partisan, comrade’ (Shrager 2011: 220) must be a standard loanword as clear from 
its meaning and this is probably true of *plodъ ‘fruit’ as well, which Shrager (2011: 216) records 
but my informants (AB & DM) reject as dialectal. The form *krojь (Shrager 2011: 217) is also 
probably a standard loanword (rejected by EB). The form *stropъ (Shrager 2011: 218) is definitely 
a standard loanword and so is *znakъ (ibid.), rejected by AB & DM. I excluded Shrager’s (2011: 
217) a. p. B/D for *grobъ because there is no a. p. C/D lengthening in the nom/accsg, which points 
to an original a. p. b. Shrager (2011: 217) wrongly lists ˈkrov as a. p. D because of the B2-plural in 
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As a rule of thumb, the a. p. C list features those words which only have C-forms 
or mostly have C-forms beside some D-forms, which, however, could easily be 
secondary (e.g. attested in my data by the youngest informant, in most cases only 
in the instrsg). Words are listed under a. p. D when D-forms are well-attested or 
when at least one source (of two) has a clear and a well-attested a. p. (C/)D. 
However, the lists are still somewhat provisional in certain regards – when the 
individual sources differ (as in the case of *golsъ and *potъ, for instance), one 
could also propose an alternative attribution. 
 
a. p. C 

Proto-Slavic HHG 1956 Shrager 2011 Kapović 2018 
*bogъ C C C 
*borъ C88   
*brojь   C 
*dolъ   C (?) 
*duxъ  C C 
*ědъ C89 C  
*gnojь C C C 
*goldъ C C C(/D) 
*kumъ C   
*lojь C C C 
*lǫkъ   C 
*medъ C C C 
*mirъ  C C 
*mǫžь C  C 
*pirъ C C C 
*rędъ  C90 C/D (?)91 
*rodъ C  C 
*smordъ C  C (?) 
*sormъ C  C 
*straxъ C  C(/D) 
*světъ C  C(/D) 
*synъ C  C 
*vьlkъ (?)92   C (?) 
*zvonъ C   

 
the paradigm. Shrager’s (2011: 216) instrsg ˈpodon must be secondary (oddly enough, she lists the 
Standard Croatian form as C instead of the usual B as well). 
88 HHG 130. 
89 HHG 139. 
90 Shrager (2011: 216) wrongly lists this as D instead of C (the end-stress in the locsg only is a 
characteristic trait of a. p. C). 
91 A. p. D is attested only with the youngest informant. 
92 Could easily be a loanword from the standard. 
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a. p. D 

Proto-Slavic HHG 1956 Shrager 2011 Kapović 2018 
*bergъ C C/D C/D 
*bokъ C/D C/D C/D 
*brodъ C D D 
*brusъ D  C93 
*cěpъ 94 D C/D 
*domъ   C/D 
*golsъ C  D 
*gordъ C/D C/D C/D 
*xoldъ D D D 
*kljunъ  D D 
*květъ  C/D 95 

*listъ C/D C/D C(/D) 
*měxъ C C/D C/D 
*moltъ  C/D  
*nosъ 96 C/D (C/)D 
*plotъ D97 C/D D 
*porxъ C C/D C/D (?)98 
*porzъ   D 
*potъ C  D 
*prǫtъ 99 C/D 100 
*rogъ C/D C/D C/D 
*sadъ D  101 
*sněgъ C  (C/)D 
*tęgъ 102  D 
*vorgъ C C/D103 C(/D) 
*vortъ D C/D D 
*zidъ D C/D C/D 
*zǫbъ C/D C/D (C/)D104 
*žerbъ C/D  C/D 

 
93 Very well-attested as a. p. C. 
94 Cf. HHG 74 (no oblique cases attested). 
95 All my informants rejected *cvětъ and instead offered only the loanword ɣarõful ‘flower’. 
96 The form nã nos (HHG 175) can be either a. p. C or a. p. (C/)D. 
97 A. p. D recorded also by Vermeer 1984a: 36122. 
98 A. p. D is attested only with the youngest informant. 
99 No oblique forms attested. 
100 I was not able to attest this word. 
101 AB & DM rejected this word. 
102 Well-attested (HHG 96, 100–101), but only in forms where a. p. C and a. p. D are not distinguish-
able. 
103 D-forms only variantly in the instrsg. 
104 C-forms only in the idiolect of the youngest informant. 
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Although Shrager’s analysis is sometimes faulty and certain details of her data 
as well as the transcription itself are not always perfectly reliable (not the place-
ment of the stress, however),105 it can be generally established that as far as a. p. 
C and a. p. (C/)D material in her and my dataset is concerned the match is almost 
perfect. The agreement of both Shrager’s and my own material with a. p. C data 
in HHG is also high, no significant discrepancies being detectable. Almost all a. 
p. (C/)D nouns attested in HHG are attested as such in Shrager’s and my material, 
the only difference being that in some cases HHG only records a. p. C whereas 
Shrager’s and my data point to a. p. (C/)D (for *brusъ HHG has D and my data 
shows a. p. C, which is the only such mismatch). This is probably due to HHG 
accidentally attesting only one of the variants, though post-HHG innovations on 
Susak cannot be ruled out. Generally speaking, it is safe to say that the corpus 
comprising the main representatives of a. p. C and a. p. D (i.e. C/D) nouns in the 
Susak dialect is now rather clear and that the synchronic opposition of the two 
paradigms (in addition to a. p. A and B) is fairly robust. 
 
7  The historical origin of the Susak a. p. D  
In accordance with what was discussed in the preceding section, we shall list 
here (in their Common Slavic form) those o- and u-stem words that can be ad-
duced as the reflexes of the Proto-Slavic accentual paradigms c and d. The Susak 
synchronic a. p. C is taken to be the regular reflex of the old a. p. c, while the 
Susak synchronic a. p. C/D and D are taken to be the possible regular reflexes 
of the supposed old a. p. d. Words for which all three Susak sources (or two 
whenever there is no attestation in the case of the third one) agree on the accen-
tual paradigm106 are underlined. 

a. p. C: *bogъ, *borъ, *brojь, *dolъ (?), *duxъ, *ědъ, *gnojь, *goldъ, *kumъ, *lojь, *lǫkъ, 
*medъ, *mirъ, *mǫžь, *pirъ,* *rędъ (?), *rodъ, *smordъ, *sormъ, *straxъ, *světъ, *synъ, 
*vьlkъ, *zvonъ 

a. p. D: *bergъ, *bokъ, *brodъ, *brusъ (?), *cěpъ, *domъ, *golsъ (?), *gordъ, *xoldъ, 
*kljunъ, *květъ (?), *listъ, *měxъ (?), *moltъ, *nosъ, *plotъ, *porxъ, *porzъ, *potъ (?), 
*prǫtъ, *rogъ, *sadъ, *sněgъ, *tęgъ, *vorgъ (?), *vortъ, *zidъ, *zǫbъ, *žerbъ  

 
105 Shrager 2011 generally lists a number of standard-like forms such as the nompl in -ovi (e.g. plõdovi, 
rõgovy: 216, 218), which are completely absent from my data (though see her comment on p. 213, 
where she explicitly acknowledges the fact). She notes a diphthong o in nomsg forms like buȏk but 
not in instrsg like listõn (216, cf. her comment on p. 212 though, where she mentions a “closed o”), where 
she also records -ȍn (as in xlɔdȍn) and -ȗn (as in vraɣȗn, both 215). Both are rather suspicious. She 
also lists a few forms that are definitely standard and not dialectal, cf. in this respect vrxȁ and lȋš’č’e 
(a Russian notation of what should be lȋšće) (216). These are all very minor points, however, and of 
no significance whatsoever for the question of the synchronic existence of a. p. D forms. 
106 We take a. p. D in one and a. p. C/D in another source as agreement, because a. p. D very often 
has variant C-forms. However, a. p. C in one and a. p. C/D in another source will not be considered 
an agreement because C-forms can be part of both a. p. C and a. p. C/D. 
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Of these, Nikolaev (2012: 171–173) in his recent reconstruction of Proto-Slavic 
a. p. c and a. p. d nouns,107 adduces the following (those that match with the 
Susak data are underlined):108 

a. p. c: *domъ, *duxъ, *goldъ, *golsъ, *kumъ, *medъ, *mirъ, *mǫžь, *rodъ, *sadъ, *smordъ, 
*sormъ, *světъ, *synъ, *vьlkъ 

a. p. d: *bergъ, *bokъ, *borъ, *brodъ, *brusъ, *cěpъ, *gordъ, *xoldъ, *květъ, *lǫkъ, *měxъ 
(also c), *moltъ, *nosъ, *plotъ, *porxъ, *potъ, *rędъ, *rogъ, *sněgъ, *vorgъ, *zǫbъ109 

Though the match is not perfect, our Susak attestations seem to be in general 
agreement with Nikolaev’s Proto-Slavic reconstructions.110 In the case of the few 
problematic and questionable reconstructions (*rędъ, *brusъ, *golsъ, *potъ, 
*vorgъ), the data from Susak is simply not clear and there is not much to discuss 
(our listing was provisional in the first place and either development, i.e., C → 
D or D → C, can be easily envisaged). A certain amount of secondary transfers 
is to be expected, as in the case of *sadъ (*C → D) or *borъ, *lǫkъ (*D → C).   
Finally, let us try to compare the Susak data with Baltic and other Indo-European 
languages to check whether the updated dataset confirms Illič-Svityč’s hypoth-
esis (1963: 119, 1979: 103f.), according to which one should find a) Susak a. p. 
D (or C/D) corresponding to Lithuanian a. p. 2 and Vedic, Greek and Germanic 
barytona, and b) Susak a. p. C corresponding to Lithuanian a. p. 3/4 (Latvian ˆ) 
and Vedic, Greek and Germanic oxytona (or mobile stems). This is, obviously, 
not ideal since one should first try to reconstruct the Proto-Slavic state of affairs 
(cf. the just discussed attempts to do just that in Nikolaev 2012), but the recon-
struction of Slavic a. p. d from various possible attestations in different dialects 
is outside of the scope of this paper. Let us then list all Susak o- and u-stems that 
have secure cognates in either Baltic or Indo-European in general (most of the 
Susak words do not):111 
a. p. C 

 Susak Baltic112 Indo-European 
expected C Lith. a. p. 3/4, Latv. ˆ oxytona/mobile 
*duxъ C Lith. pl. daũsos (4)113 Gmc *ðezá-114 
*medъ C Lith. medùs (4)115 Ved. mádhu, Gr. μέϑυ116 

 
107 In the “classical” accentological model, those who do not operate with an a. p. d would reconstruct 
an a. p. c for the entirety of these words. 
108 Those words that were considered to have a questionable attribution (marked with a question 
mark in the lists above) are not underlined. 
109 Nikolaev does not provide Proto-Slavic reconstructions for the following items: *bogъ, *brojь, 
*dolъ, *ědъ, *gnojь, *lojь, *pirъ, *straxъ, *zvonъ (a. p. C on Susak), and *kljunъ, *listъ, *porzъ, 
*prǫtъ, *tęgъ, *vortъ, *zidъ, *žerbъ (a. p. D on Susak). 
110 He makes use of the Susak data from Shrager 2011 in his reconstruction attempts. 
111 Some imperfect comparisons, such as *listъ (Susak C/D → C(/D)) ~ Lith. laiškas (3/4) ‘letter’ 
(LKŽ) and *rędъ (Susak C → D) ~ Lith. rindà (2, 4) ‘line, row’ (LKŽ), Latv. riñda ‘line, row’, are 
left out of consideration. 
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 Susak Baltic Indo-European 
expected C Lith. a. p. 3/4, Latv. ˆ oxytona/mobile 
*mirъ C Latv. miêrs 112113114115116 
*smordъ C117 Latv. smar ds  
*světъ C → C(/D)118  Ved. śvetá-119 
*synъ C Lith. sūnùs (3) Ved. sūnú-120 
*vьlkъ (?) C Lith. vilkas (4) [Ved. vka-, Gr. λύκος]121 

 
inconclusive: 

*golsъ C & D122 Lith. gar sas (4, 2)123 Gmc *kalzá-124 
*měxъ C & C/D125 Lith. maĩšas (4)126 Ved. mešá-127 

 
counterexamples: 

*bogъ C  Ved. bhága-128 
 
a. p. D 

 Susak Baltic Indo-European 
expected (C/)D Lith. a. p. 2 barytona 
*cěpъ (C/)D  Gr. σκοῖπος129 
*domъ C/D130 nãmas (2 → 4)131 Gr. δόμος132, Ved. dáma-133 
*gordъ C/D gardas (2 → 4)134 135 

 
112 The meaning of the Baltic words is given whenever it differs from what is attested for Slavic. 
113 ‘air, heaven’ (LKŽ). 
114 ‘wild animal’ < ‘breathing creature’, Illič-Svityč 1979: 97, Orel 2003: 71. Cf. German Tier ‘animal’. 
115 Illič-Svityč 1979: 48, 128. 
116 Vedic ‘honey, mead’ (RV) and Greek ‘wine’ are obviously not oxytona but neuter u-stems in Vedic 
and Greek can only be barytona (there are no examples with *-ú). Nikolaev (2012: 49) considers 
this reflex in Vedic/Greek as regular in a recessive (– –) word (the neuter has no ending anyway and 
suffixal *-u- is recessive, while Balto-Slavic *-u-s has a dominant *-s, which attracts the stress). 
117 Attested only by HHG. 
118 A single D-form appears here and only in the instrsg (stemming from the youngest informant), so 
that it can safely be disregarded as innovatory. 
119 ‘white’ (RV). 
120 ‘son’ (RV). 
121 The word for ‘wolf’ is a known case of the discrepancy between the Balto-Slavic data and the 
rest of Indo-European (cf. Illič-Svityč 1963: 40f., Illič-Svityč 1979: 33). 
122 If HHG has the older form here and the data from my informants is innovative, then this is another 
case of the expected Susak a. p. C. 
123 ‘sound’, LKŽ. 
124 ‘call’, Illič-Svityč 1979: 96, Orel: 209. 
125 HHG perhaps attests the most archaic accentuation if from Proto-Slavic original a. p. c. In that 
case, Shrager’s and my data possibly reflect an innovation. But cf. Nikolaev (2012: 80, 106–108), 
who reconstructs both Proto-Slavic a. p. c and d for this noun. 
126 ‘bag, sack’, Illič-Svityč 1979: 30, 96. 
127 ‘ram’ (RV). 
128 ‘good fortune’ (RV), cf. Illič-Svityč 1979: 101.  
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 Susak Baltic Indo-European 
expected (C/)D Lith. a. p. 2 barytona 
*nosъ C/D 129130131132133134135 Gmc *nás-136 
*rogъ C/D Lith. rãgas  (2 → 4)137  
*zǫbъ C/D Lith. žambas (2 → 4)138 Ved. jámbha-139, Gr. γóμφος140 

 
inconclusive cases: 

*brodъ C & D141 Lith. dial. brãdas (2 → 4)142 
*sněgъ C & (C/)D143 Lith. sniẽgas (2 → 4)144 
*vorgъ C & C/D145 Lith. var gas (2 → 4)146 

 
counterexamples: 

*lǫkъ C Lith. lañkas (2 → 4)147 Gmc *lánxa-148 

*tęgъ149 D Lith. tingùs (3/4)150  

To summarize, we have seven old a. p. C stems in the Susak dataset (*duxъ, 
*medъ, *mirъ, *smordъ, *světъ, *synъ, and perhaps *vьlkъ), which correspond 
to an old mobile stress in their cognates in Baltic and Indo-European. There are 

 
129 ‘wall-plate of a building’ (Hesychius), cf. Illič-Svityč 1979: 101 
130 Nikolaev (2012: 93f.), however, reconstructs a. p. c for Slavic. The Susak C-form which he cites 
(74) is not recorded by HHG nor does it appear in Shrager 2011. 
131 Illič-Svityč 1979: 41f. (he proposes a different PIE etymology, however). 
132 ‘house’. 
133 ‘house’ (RV). 
134 ‘pen (for animals)’, Illič-Svityč 1979: 102. 
135 Ved. ghá- ‘house’ (RV) is not barytone but also has a different ablaut (and is thus irrelevant for 
a direct comparison). 
136 Orel 2003: 281. 
137 Illič-Svityč 1979: 102. 
138 ‘edge, border’, Illič-Svityč 1979: 25, 99. 
139 ‘tooth’ (RV). 
140 ‘bolt’. 
141 If HHG accidentally attested only a C-form from a potential Susak a. p. C/D pattern of this word, 
this would not contradict the a. p. D pattern recorded in both Shrager’s and my own data. 
142 ‘dirt, large net, fishermen’s association’, Illič-Svityč 1979: 123. 
143 HHG perhaps accidentally adduces just C-variants. 
144 Illič-Svityč 1979: 102. 
145 HHG, perhaps accidentally, adduces C-variants only, though note that D-forms are not numerous 
in other two sources (they appear in instrsg only). 
146 ‘hard life, poverty’ (LKŽ). 
147 Illič-Svityč 1979: 100. 
148 ‘strap’ (cf. Old English lōh), Illič-Svityč 1979: 100, Orel: 236. 
149 Dybo (1981: 25) reconstructs the adjective *tęgъ ‘heavy’ as originally belonging to the a. p. c. 
The meaning of *tęgъ developed from ‘hard work’ via ‘hard work in the field’ to ‘field’ etc.  
150 ‘lazy’, Дыбо 1981: 25.  
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two inconclusive items (*golsъ, *měxъ) for which HHG agrees with the cognates 
but the data from the other two sources do not. If HHG indeed records the ar-
chaic accentuation in these two instances, they may be counted with the first 
seven. There is one important exception to the rule, though – *bogъ is clearly a. 
p. C in the Susak dialect, which does not correspond to the Vedic barytone. This 
can be explained in a number of ways: for example, Slavic *bogъ could be in-
fluenced by Iranian (if it is not in fact a loanword from that branch altogether), 
as has sometimes been claimed, or, alternatively, attests to a later, secondary 
shift from a. p. *D to a. p. C (depending on the data elsewhere in Slavic151). In 
any case, one does expect some exceptions. 
When it comes to Susak a. p. (C/)D, we find 6 direct correspondences (*cěpъ, 
*domъ, *gordъ, *nosъ, *rogъ, *zǫbъ) to Baltic and other Indo-European lan-
guages. However, there are an additional 3 items (*brodъ, *sněgъ, *vorgъ) for 
which Shrager’s and my data point to a. p. (C/)D but HHG attests a. p. C only. 
In such cases, it is highly probable, as already intimated, that HHG accidentally 
attests C-forms only of what was actually an a. p. C/D pattern. Additionally there 
are two counterexamples – Susak *lǫkъ is a. p. C, not a. p. D (as would be ex-
pected), and Susak *tęgъ is a. p. D, not a. p. C (as would be expected). These 
two words, however, are not in fact clear-cut counterexamples given that *lǫkъ 
is attested on Susak only in the collocation božji ̮lȗk ‘rainbow’ and that *tęgъ as 
a noun (‘field, arable land’ etc.) is a secondary Slavic derivative and does not 
directly correspond to the Lithuanian mobile u-adjective. 
In any case, though adequate examples are few (which is hardly unexpected), 
cumulatively it would seem that Illič-Svityč’s claim that Susak preserves the old 
accentual immobile/mobile opposition in o- and u-stems, otherwise lost in most 
other Slavic systems, seems to be correct. Thus, it seems that the modern Susak 
opposition of a. p. C and a. p. D (C/D) in o-stems is of Proto-Slavic, Proto-Balto-
Slavic and Proto-Indo-European origin and not a later innovation. 
 
8  Conclusion 
The main conclusions of this paper are: 
a)  the Susak dialect does not have a tone distinction; 
b)  the Susak dialect has a robust synchronic accentual paradigm D (C/D), as 

opposed to synchronic a. p. C, a. p. B (with which it shares some character-
istics) and a. p. A; 

 
151 In the Čakavian dialect of Sali on Dugi otok (in the data recorded by Elena Budovskaya and 
verified by the native speaker and dialectologist Božidar Finka – kindly provided by Sergei L. Ni-
kolaev), which also has a synchronic a. p. D, the word in question is also a. p. C (bȏg – gensg bȍga). 
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c)  the opposition between a. p. C and a. p. (C/)D in old o- and u- monosyllabic 
stems in the Susak dialect seems to be of Proto-Balto-Slavic and Proto-Indo-
European origin rather than an innovation. 
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